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This presentation provides a high level view of current and future electronic parts 
management at NASA. It describes a current perspective of the new human space flight 
direction that NASA is beginning to take and how that could influence parts management in 
the future. It provides an overview of current NASA electronic parts policy and how that is 
implemented at the NASA flight Centers. It also describes some of the technical challenges 
that lie ahead and suggests approaches for their mitigation. These challenges include: 
advanced packaging, obsolescence and counterfeits, the global supply chain and Commercial 
Crew, a new direction by which NASA will utilize commercial launch vehicles to get 
astronauts to the International Space Station. 
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Overview 
e NASA Today - The Backdrop 
e Current Parts Management at NASA 
" NASA Parts Policy, NPD 8730.2 
" Center Implementation of 8730.2 
.. The "Universal" Parts Management Process 
.. NASA Center Missions 
NASA Today - The Backdrop 
$ NASA is at a major crossroads point 
~ The Shuttles will soon be retired 
II) NASA launch systems (crewed) to be replaced with. 
commercial ones for transport to the International Space 
Station - called "Commercial Crew It . 
~ There will be a gap in NASA-launched, human sn.i tJce 
flight 
Current Parts Management at NASA 
.. NASA Parts Policy NPD 8730.2 applies to all NASA flight 
projects and critical ground support equipment but it is 
high level and allows considerable flexibility of 
implementation 
.. Each NASA Center has similar goals and processes ':oIIIr"'" 
similar but the tools are different between Centers 
.. The 
NPD 8730.2 
1'~t:C{i 
" NASA Policy DgcUlfient NPD 8730.2, NASA Parts Policy, applies 
to materials and mechanical parts such as fasteners as well as 
electronic packaging and parts 
.. Overall Requirements: 
- Parts and Materials Management Plans 
- Reporting of non-conformances via NASA Alert Policy NPR '735.1 
- Parts management and assurance actions such as audits 
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NPD 2 
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NASA Centers - Mission Focus 
Center 
Ames Research Center 
(ARC) 
Glenn Research Center 
(GRC) 
Primary 
and Microsats 
Rocket Propulsion, 
Aeronautics 
Secondary 
C & 0 Missions 
Power Systems, 
Communications 
Examples of NASA Center Variation 
Immediate Challenges 
8 Complex non-hermetic packages for space 
- The "Class Y" concept 
8 Counterfeits and Obsolescence 
- A challenge for obsolescence management 
- An increasing challenge, even for one-off science pi 
8 Global SU.~IU .• V._' 
Non-hermetic Package, With"Space" Features 
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Thermal management Heat spreader in the lid and/or substrate, thermally conductive materials 
Thousands of 
interconnects I----'--~~~ ___ '-'-'-_ _"_~ _ __'_~"__"__'__~_ ...... .;....c.~___'_~"___'"'_'_~_~ 1< Ceramic Colum n 
" Low volume assembly Remains a challenge j-----:----:-----=,.-__ -_.,.,.,-~:.,......~~~____,-".,_,__",.,,_-_~~_,.,_~ G rid Array 
Long life "Good 
Novel hardware 
Rigorous fe!$fand 
inspection " 
Test, test, test 
MIL-PRF-38535, Class Y 
We have no choice 
liI Proposed new class for M38535, monolithic microcircuits 
'* Class Y will be for Space level non-hermetic 
" Class V will be defined.as hermetic only 
• Addition toAppend.ixBc, "Space~pplication" 
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Obsolescence and Counterfeit 
\I> For space systems, greatest risk for encountering 
counterfeit electronic parts is obsolescence 
~" Cost and schedule are also risks if oversight is poor 
-" Ignorance is always a factor 
nace of teer ..••. ,.. 
Global Supply Chain, Global Challenges 
III Recent events have highlighted the risks to 
electronic parts supply from the global m 
.. Source reduction is continuous and rapid: 
mergers, acquisitions and facility consol 
_. Many single source situati for combinations 
quality levels, paC:Ka(1le ~nVlt=~ .. n ...... SDE~Clt 
Parts Management for COTS "Boxes" 
iii Growth in "commercial space" is making more 
Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) systems 
(boxes) available 
- Star trackers, single-board computers, gyros, wn,~elS; 
iii Avai lablefrom -wide sources 
Commercial Crew 
QI Commercial launch vehicles and crew capsules to put 
NASA and NASA-sponsored crews in orbit 
QI A "sea change" for NASA - breaking with 50 years of 
culture, painful lessons learned and corrective acti . 
& What constitutes "human rated"? 
fOExpectation is that commercial systems wiUbe ·I<IUIC 
l.ffOlrdable than . 
Future Challenges 
$I Who knows? 
-. Smaller and lighter 
_. More efficient 
-. Faster 
_. Changing continuQusly 
AND ... 
• AFFORDABLE, AFFORDABLE 
AFFORDABLE. 
• Wenolongertal~ ..•...•.. fa~ter,. 

